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abstract

The goals of museum collaboration are several, among

which is the social inclusion of marginalized communities.

By pledging themselves to community-based collabora-

tion, museums indicate their ongoing commitment to it as

a form of social activism, reflecting their belief that its rel-

evance extends beyond those immediately participating in

the process. Such a belief implies the need for the visiting

public to be a part of the process, a group that is fre-

quently overlooked in discussions of collaboration. Yet,

only where there is public recognition of community in-

volvement at the museum can the full benefits of

collaboration be realized. Using ‘‘A Partnership of Peoples,’’

a project of the Museum of Anthropology at the University

of British Columbia, as a case study, this article suggests

that visitors require the benefit of personal interactions to

make meaningful their experiences of collaboration at the

museum. Accordingly, museums need to develop strategies

toward personally engaging visitors and facilitating their

understanding of collaboration. [collaboration, visitor stud-

ies, museum learning, Museum of Anthropology at the

University of British Columbia]

The perceived social role of museums as places for

education and research has shifted in recent years,

with professionals striving to position their activities

within moral frameworks of social inclusivity (see,

e.g., Janes and Conaty 2005; Sandell 2002). This is

part of a larger reaction against social exclusion,

defined broadly by A. C. Walker as ‘‘the dynamic pro-

cess of being shut out, fully or partially, from any of

the social, economic, political and cultural systems

which determine the social integration of a person in

society’’ (Sandell 1998:405). Museums are capable of

countering social exclusion in two primary ways: by

providing resources to groups identified as socially

disadvantaged, usually through direct contact and

ongoing project work, and by utilizing the museum’s

potential to communicate, educate, and influence

social opinion (Sandell 1998:412–413).

In order to combat exclusion, the museum must

take on two tasks simultaneously: it must be an agent

of empowerment for marginalized communities by

providing them access to resources and it must serve

as intermediary between local groups and main-

stream society by acting as a point of contact and by

disseminating information. Individually, both of

these tasks provide important services. However, it

is only when the two work in concertFwhen the

knowledge disseminated by museums includes infor-

mation regarding their direct involvement with local

communitiesFthat museums can fully realize their

potential in combating social exclusion.

Museum collaborationFthe practice of working

with communities in the production of knowledge

through research and displaysFis meant to bridge

these two tasks, enabling communities to utilize col-

lections for their own purposes while producing

something of benefit for the museum to share with

others. In this article, I examine the role of museums

in promoting social inclusion by exploring the

relationship between collaboration as a means of

reaching out to historically excluded stakeholders and

collaboration as a means of influencing public opin-

ion. In particular, I consider the significance of visitor

understandings of collaboration and their bearings

on the goals of collaborative museology, using the

renewal project of the Museum of Anthropology

(MOA) at the University of British Columbia (UBC)

as a focal point.

Museums, Communities, and the General

Public

Collaboration has become a critical concern for

museums in recent decades. More than a shift in

methodologies, the growing emphasis on collabora-

tion represents a change in the self-awareness of

museums as they assess their social relevance in rela-

tion to their ability to respond to the needs of diverse

communities. In particular, discussions of the prac-

tice focus on its ability to reach marginalized peoples,

providing services to frequently underserved popula-

tions. This transition, beginning in the late 1980s and

early 1990s, has been marked as the development of a

new museology, one that ‘‘seeks to be more inclusive,

more democratic, more representative of diverse

communities’’ (Krouse 2006:170). As both a theoret-

ical and a methodological orientation, the new
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museology reflects a rising sentiment that acknowl-

edges the responsibility of museums to work with local

peoples, to include them in decision-making pro-

cesses, and to provide them with greater opportunities

for self-determination and self-representation.1

Realizing this promise, however, requires attention.

Much has been written on the difficult and time-

consuming process of collaboration between museums

and communities (e.g., Ames 1999; Conaty 2003;

Harrison 2005; Holm and Pokotylo 1997; Kahn 2000).

Ruth Phillips (2003:159) defines a ‘‘fully collaborative’’

approach as one in which partners come to the en-

deavor with their own goals and motivations, working

together but toward different purposes. Such encoun-

ters frequently entail misunderstandings, tensions, and

conflicts of representation within communities them-

selves, and constant negotiations. Once resolved,

however, these processes often produce positive out-

comes, in particular that of improved relationships

between the community and museum.

Importantly, in pledging themselves to collabora-

tion museums indicate their ongoing commitment to

it as a form of social activism, reflecting their belief

that its relevance extends beyond those immediately

participating in the process. Such a belief, however,

implies the need for the visiting public to be a part of

the process, a group that is frequently overlooked in

discussions of collaboration. Yet, only where there is

public recognition of community involvement at the

museum can the full benefits of collaboration be re-

alized: ‘‘If museums are to be agents of social change

. . . then they need to translate their contact work into

effective means of replacing colonial representations

of passive indigenous peoples with representations

that make explicit the agency with which these peo-

ples have always engaged their own and other worlds’’

(Nicks 2003:27). Collaboration is an example of this

active engagement, and it is important to reveal this

process to visitors; not doing so risks perpetuating

the belief that voices of authority come only from the

museum.

Acknowledgment of collaboration is also the basis

for change because, ‘‘if recognized by museum-goers,

collaboration within the museum can act as a meta-

phor for self-representation and self-determination

in social, political, and economic spheres’’ (Krmpo-

tich and Anderson 2005:378). It models an ideal for

visitors to take home and apply in other social inter-

actions (Phillips 2003:166). As we will see below, it is

significant that visitors remain largely unaware of

collaboration, even as it is becoming a normative

practice.

The MOA at UBC

I conducted fieldwork at MOA between the months

of February and April 2008, during a period of tran-

sition for the museum. Located in Vancouver, BC, on

traditional Musqueam territory, MOA has made en-

gagement with communities a priority since its

inception in 1949.2 Harry and Audrey Hawthorn,

MOA’s first director and curator, respectively, built

the museum on a foundation of ‘‘useful anthropol-

ogy,’’ defined as a discipline that serves the people

being studied as well as the academy (Amaral

2004:327).3 The Hawthorns and subsequent MOA

staff applied this ideology through their consistent

engagement with indigenous artists and their devel-

opment of ongoing relationships with the Musqueam

and other local communities. With the opening of its

new building in 1976, MOA continued to expand its

commitment to ideals of democratic access and

community involvement, in particular through its

innovative system of visible storage, an open storage

plan designed to make collections publicly accessible.

In the late 1990s MOA once again embarked on a

project designed to enhance its ability to serve various

communities. Officially entitled ‘‘A Partnership of

Peoples,’’ and more commonly known as ‘‘the re-

newal project,’’ the plan was to create a unique infra-

structure facilitating the production of knowledge

through the promotion of interdisciplinary and col-

laborative research (MOA 2001). In its successful

2001 funding application to the Canada Foundation

for Innovation, MOA indicated the benefits of its

proposed building, arguing for the generation of

knowledge for its own sake as well as the promotion of

intercultural understanding capable of contributing

to the social and cultural health of Canada’s various

communities (MOA 2001:3B). The ‘‘new’’ MOA was

launched in January 2010, at the heart of which stand

the Multiversity Galleries (MVG), commonly referred

to as the Research Center. The MVG are comprised of

an updated version of MOA’s visible storage as well as

research rooms designated for ethnography, culturally

sensitive artifacts, ceramics, and textiles. Areas sepa-

rate from the MVG but related in purpose include
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suites for ethnographic research, archaeology re-

search, community research, and research services.

In addition to these physical spaces, interdisci-

plinary research is fostered in a virtual space known

as the Reciprocal Research Network (RRN). The RRN

is an online site where object images and records

from multiple institutions are made available to in-

digenous peoples and other researchers alike. It has

been codeveloped with three First Nation communi-

ties (Musqueam Indian Band, Stó:l�o Nation/Tribal

Council, and U’mista Cultural Society), while the

MVG have been developed in consultation with these

and other local communities, primarily from within

British Columbia, thereby enabling the use of inclu-

sive processes in the very creation of these physical

and virtual infrastructures.4

The purpose of the renewal project extends far

beyond the construction of a larger building or the

development of an online database. ‘‘A Partnership of

Peoples’’ represents the next step in MOA’s own his-

tory of working with communities, developing those

relationships so that the museum can become more

welcoming, more useful, and more accessible, in

particular for those whose cultures are represented

by the museum’s collections. If MOA can disclose

these relationships to its visitors, it has the potential

to transform its collections in the eyes of the general

public from relics of the past to items of significance

to contemporary peoples, thereby signaling that

not only do indigenous cultures still exist but also

that the museum is actively engaged with the rest of

society.

As the renewal project was still in process during

my time at MOA, my research was not intended to

assess its success but to consider the potential impacts

of the project on the visiting public. I spoke with vis-

itors in order to learn what they, as representatives of

a general public not professionally engaged with mu-

seums, could recognize of the collaborative practices

in use at MOA. Toward this end, I observed public

tours, conducted brief exit surveys, and sat down to

longer interviews with select individuals. The visitors

I targeted were all over the age of 19 and spoke En-

glish, though not all were native English speakers. I

sought to speak with a range of people of various

ages, male and female, who had come to the museum

alone, with friends, or with families. In total, 31 visi-

tors agreed to answer my survey questions. In

addition, I conducted 12 visitor interviews for

the purpose of gaining greater insight into indi-

vidual backgrounds, interests, and experiences at the

museum.

With many aspects of the renewal project still in

the planning phase and not visible to the public, it

was inevitable that I would be unable to address the

full impact of the project on visitor understandings.

By speaking with members of MOA’s staff, however,

I was able to consider what, from their perspectives,

the project could or should be. Staff members also

provided me with necessary background information

regarding the history, process, and progress of the

renewal. These interviews afforded me an ‘‘insider’s

perspective’’ into the project, as well as a point of

comparison between the experiences of those visiting

the museum and those working there. In total, I

spoke with 12 museum personnel, including 7

curators, the director, the communications manager,

the information manager, the designs/exhibits man-

ager, and the design/productions manager.

All participants in this study were assured their

confidentiality. For this reason, I distinguish them in

this article only by their role (MOA staff or visitor)

and a number.

Collaboration and Learning

Given the importance of an audience for museum

collaboration and the significance of what people can

discover from these activities, the process of visitor

learning requires examination. Education is central to

the social role of museums, just as it is central to the

impact of museum collaboration. According to Léo-

nie Rennie and David Johnston, ‘‘if museums and

similar institutions are to have an impact on people’s

lives, then they must change people in some way. . . .

We argue that these changes, or impacts, involve

learning’’ (2007:58–59). Collaborative exhibits pro-

vide the opportunity for visitors to gain insights

into the cultures of those around them and new per-

spectives as told to them from other viewpoints. In

allowing visitors to hear the voices of marginalized

communities, museums can demonstrate the active

engagement of these peoples with the larger world.

Nurturing these ideas is particularly significant con-

sidering that the process of learning can continue well

past the time span of the actual visit itself; thus,

knowledge gained at the museum can be applied to
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broader political and social debates. Léonie Rennie and

Terrence McClafferty in fact question whether learning

can be said to have occurred at all if visitors are unable

to ‘‘link that knowledge to situations beyond their vis-

it’’ (quoted in, Anderson et al. 2003:178).

The argument, then, is that museums should be

‘‘for somebody’’ rather than ‘‘about something’’ (Weil

1999), but this is a deceptively simplistic statement.

Learning is a deeply subjective process based on an

individual’s personal history and development, lead-

ing Anderson et al. to assert that ‘‘no two visitors will

have the same prior knowledge or learning experi-

ences in the museum’’ (2003:196). Although we often

speak of ‘‘communities’’ or ‘‘publics’’ in reference to

museums, when it comes to learning it is therefore

more useful to think of the individual. As institutions

seeking to address a multitude of audiences simulta-

neously, museums cannot communicate in direct

response to the particular learning needs of each vis-

itor. By contrast, personal interactions do allow for

unique encounters that can aid people in their own

learning process. This suggests that increased oppor-

tunities for personal interactions within the museum

may assist visitors in receiving specific messages in-

tended by collaboration.

Understanding the nature of museum learning is

further relevant to our discussion of museum collab-

oration as collaboration is itself a form of learning.

According to sociocultural researchers, ‘‘learning is

much more about process than product’’ (Falk and

Dierking 2000:109). So, too, descriptions of collabo-

rative exhibits frequently address that which was

learned in the process of engagements between indi-

vidual participants, in what Michael Ames (1999:48)

calls the ‘‘to-ing and fro-ing’’ of negotiation and

consultation. Human interaction, we find, is a sig-

nificant aspect of learning.

It is, therefore, notable that museum collabora-

tions with communities involve prolonged, repeated

interactions between individuals, whereas museum

interactions with the public are short, often one time

affairs with little to no first-hand engagement

between visitors and museum personnel. This differ-

ence holds considerable consequences. Studies indi-

cate the extent to which visitors are affected by

communication, whether with peers and compan-

ions, museum guides, demonstrators, performers, or

other visitors (Falk 2007:4–5). In particular, encoun-

ters with museum personnel have the greatest effect

on visitor perceptions (Falk and Dierking 2000:107).

Conversations with people working at the museum

are thereby likely to make the idea of collaboration

more relevant, more interesting, and, consequently,

more memorable (Anderson et al. 2007:202).

In sum, people best learn about others through

the process of collaboration, and people best learn

from others about the process of collaboration. Some

scholars approach the question of visitor learning ‘‘by

focusing on conversations as both the process and the

outcome of museum learning’’ (Leinhardt et al.

2002:ix). One purpose of collaboration is to open up

dialogues between individuals or groups, promoting

their understanding and awareness of one another.

Yet, more frequently than not, exhibits are shown

without the presence of community interpreters,

and visitors often lack the opportunity for conversa-

tion with those who can aid them in seeing some-

thing new.

This concern may be magnified in a space such

as MOA’s MVG. Although the purpose of museum

collaboration is, in part, to encourage greater under-

standing of various communities and cultures, one

objective of MOA’s MVG is to encourage people to be

independently motivated in pursuing their own lines

of inquiry and finding their own meanings; accord-

ingly, the MVG offer only limited interpretations to

visitors.5 This is both the strength and the burden of

the space. Its purpose is to provide access to objects,

resources, and, importantly, ideasFideas regarding

the histories and cultures of contemporary peoples,

of different ways of viewing the world, and of the

different ways in which people can engage with the

museum. It is access to these ideas that is the most

significant when it comes to involving the general

public in realizing the full benefits of museum col-

laboration. Yet, as studies on museum learning

indicate (e.g., Anderson et al. 2007; Leinhardt et al.

2002), it is also the most difficult to achieve without

the aid of human interactions giving meaning to the

objects on displayFsomething that visitors typically

do not experience. In the absence of this to-ing and

fro-ing challenging visitor expectations, people may

be more likely to reaffirm their prior conceptions of

museums as storage places of vanished cultures than

to notice and value collaboration with contemporary

peoples (Krmpotich and Anderson 2005:399).
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Making the Museum Accessible

‘‘Access’’ is the key concept of collaborative museolo-

gy generally and of MOA’s renewal project specifi-

cally. ‘‘Access,’’ however, is far from a simple term

and, as used by various MOA staff members, can have

multiple meanings in a variety of contexts. While the

individual uses of the word do not always receive

equal emphasis, they do each reflect the values of

collaboration and of the renewal project.

Perhaps most simply, the word ‘‘access’’ was used

by staff members to refer to the physical ability to see

and study objects. Eight people mentioned this need

as an instigator for the renewal project. On a practical

level, MOA’s 1976 building had become inconvenient:

‘‘We were cramped. We couldn’t take in another object.

We couldn’t do community research because we were

fighting over table space. . . . Everything was just on

top of everything else.’’6 In this context, ‘‘access’’ refers

to the addition of space and the improved mobility of

objects, freeing staff from concerns over handling arti-

facts or ‘‘babysitting’’ visiting researchers.7

Through its years of experience working with

communities, MOA staff also came to discover un-

expected space requirements necessary to support

relevant activities:

We host groups all the time; we had no place to

have coffee. We really couldn’t manage elders in

wheelchairs very well. We didn’t have quiet pla-

ces for communities to have their own inter-

actions with the objects without our oversight.

And there are ceremonial practices that we were

all very familiar with, and comfortable with

them happening at a museum, but there were

no facilities here for that. So when we said

‘‘collections access,’’ we didn’t mean, ‘‘let’s get

some groovy new cases for visible storage.’’5

The need for more space, and for new uses of

space, overlaps with a second meaning of improved

access, one that has particular resonance for indige-

nous communities: making the museum psycho-

logically as well as physically comfortable. This was a

theme that, while not always identified by the word

‘‘access,’’ came up during ten of my staff interviews.

Commitments to collaborative research reflect not

only a belief that the world’s knowledge benefits from

the inclusion of multiple perspectives but also that

there exists a moral responsibility to address histories

of colonialism and exclusion, the legacies of which are

still felt today.

Making the museum accessible to originating

communities means providing spaces that accom-

modate different uses of collectionsFfor example,

rooms with appropriate ventilation for smudging, or

designated storage areas for culturally sensitive ob-

jectsFand also that create a welcoming, comfortable

environment for people who may feel upset viewing

collections that, by their very presence in the

museum, are reminders of painful experiences of

dispossession and colonialism. For this reason,

‘‘things that perhaps the West sees as not as signifi-

cant to research, like a place to put up your feet and

have coffee, are crucial!’’6 Being able to eat, to com-

municate privately with objects, to smudge, and so

on, can transform museums into institutions that feel

relevant to communities, making them accessible be-

cause they are emotionally positive places to visit.

As we can start to see, different kinds of access

often refer as well to different kinds of museum users.

Physical access to objects and associated documenta-

tion is relevant to researchers, whether academic,

community, or other. Emotional access, or making

the museum an inclusive, safe environment, is rele-

vant primarily to marginalized communities. A third

kind of accessFaccess to ideasFis significant to a

third museum user: the general public. This access for

visitors is no less a priority for renewal, as indicated

by its repetition during ten staff interviews.

There are several concepts that museums in gen-

eral and MOA in specific wish to convey to their

visitors. A major one is that museums are public re-

sources: ‘‘One of the most discouraging concerns

among museum professionals is the ongoing lack of

public awareness about the breadth of what a mu-

seum can bring to community life. . . . Few of our

visitors think about us as resources to tap into in ways

similar to how they visit libraries’’ (Sheppard

2007:192). In order to make this idea available to the

general public, MOA’s MVG counter the traditional

structure of museums where research and other daily

museum activities occur behind the scenes, instead

making these ‘‘backstage’’ areas visible: ‘‘It’s really

about opening up what we do.’’8

In MOA’s new facilities, conservation labs and

community and research spaces, among other

areas, all have windows so that, even if visitors are
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themselves unable to enter, they will know that these

rooms are there and can see people at work. In this

way, it is not merely the collections that are meant

to be accessible to visitors, but the museum itself.

Putting visitors at ease provides another sort of

emotional access, one that enables them to learn. As

five staff members stressed to me, it is important that

at all times visitors know where they are and feel

comfortable so that they are then capable of focusing

on the ideas presented to them. ‘‘We want to make

sure that you’re not lost so that you’re actually inter-

ested in whether it’s a research infrastructure or not,’’

one staff member explained.9

The idea that the museum should be ‘‘accessible,’’

in the sense that the kinds of work that occur there

can be known to its visitors, ties into the practice and

goals of collaboration: ‘‘Collaboration offers many

significant outcomesFnot the least of which is an

opportunity to create public awareness about the va-

lue of museums as learning institutions’’ (Sheppard

2007:192). Thus, the idea of increasing access to the

museum includes making the fact of collaboration

transparent to visitors. As a staff member said, ‘‘It’s

really critical. What’s the point of having done the

[renewal] project if the public doesn’t see something

new and different?’’10

With these different types of access, we find a shift

from practical definitionsFobjects that are made

physically available through the use of new mounts,

rooms where elders can have teaFto abstract ideas

that include the kinds of work that can occur at mu-

seums, the people who do research, and the process of

collaboration. In line with the goals of collaborative

museology, visitors in particular are the intended re-

cipients of these abstract ideas in order to aid them in

understanding the peoples that exhibits represent. At

the same time, visitors are also generally the ones who

are spending the least amount of time at the museum

and who are not benefiting from direct engagement

with staff or community members. Thus, the most

complicated notions of access are directed toward an

audience at the greatest disadvantage for receiving

them.

Three Collaborative Exhibits

The experiences of museums staging collaborative

exhibits indicate that visitors frequently miss mes-

sages of collaboration. In 2001, after three years of

preparation, the Glenbow Museum in Calgary, Al-

berta, opened the Blackfoot exhibit, Nitsitapiisinni:

Our Way of Life. This was one of the first permanent

galleries in Canada to be built using a fully collabo-

rative approach. Despite their different perspectives,

Glenbow staff and Blackfoot representatives shared

the goal of conveying the process of collaboration to

their visitors. The use of signs, maps, and first-person

narratives within the exhibit all attempted to convey

the collaborative nature of its creation. Nonetheless,

a study of visitor reactions concluded that despite the

exhibit’s overt expression of self-representation,

nonindigenous visitors frequently failed to recognize

Blackfoot authorship or participation in the devel-

opment of Nitsitapiisinni (Krmpotich and Anderson

2005:399).

Miriam Kahn, curator at the Burke Museum of

Natural History and Culture in Seattle, Washington,

describes a similar experience working on a collabo-

rative exhibit of the Pacific Rim. Opening in 1997,

Pacific Voices took eight years to complete and in-

cluded the participation of over one hundred and

fifty advisors from Seattle’s Asian, Southeast Asian,

Pacific Islander, and Northwest Native American

communities. Community feedback, media reports,

and academic reviews all agreed on the exhibit’s suc-

cess. Nonetheless, Kahn wonders ‘‘how much the

average visitor benefits from Pacific Voices. Based on

the summative evaluation of the exhibit. . .one-third

of the visitors thought that the exhibit was about

people of the past and only one-third realized that it

was a collaborative effort with community members’’

(2000:70).

Elaine Heumann Gurian suggests that ‘‘while vis-

itors expect to see the authors of works of art, music

and fiction identified, they are not used to perceiving

exhibitions as the personal work of identifiable indi-

viduals’’ (1991:187). A consequence of this blind spot

is that visitors also may not perceive collaborative

processes. Krmpotich and Anderson argue that ‘‘if

visitors are not accustomed to thinking critically

about who is creating exhibitions in the first place,

they are unlikely to consider the processes of exhibi-

tion building and hence not fully appreciate the

cultural representations embodied in collaborative

exhibitions’’ (2005:399). This problem of under-

standing is compounded by the public’s frequent

equation of ‘‘collaboration’’ with ‘‘cooperation,’’ the
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museum joining forces with some partner such as

another museum or a government sponsor (Krmpo-

tich and Anderson 2005:390); this was a definition

shared by nine of the visitors I interviewed over the

course of my research. With this understanding, visi-

tors do not see collaboration as a process relating to

self-representation or self-determination relevant to

ethnic communities or cultural groups (Krmpotich

and Anderson 2005:390). Museums, then, find them-

selves in the difficult position of trying to challenge

visitors’ expectations regarding the participation of

communities in museum activities even as those

same visitors tend from the start to ignore questions

of authorship.

One final example provides a useful contrast to

Nitsitapiisinni and Pacific Voices. Proud to be Mu-

squeam was shown at MOA in 1988 and was

developed by two women who came to the museum

for a four-month work placement as part of their

training under the Musqueam Band’s Job Re-Entry

Programme.11 As their special project for this pro-

gram, the women chose to research their band’s

history, using the personal photographs of commu-

nity members and interviewing elders. Proud to be

Musqueam represented the product of this research,

executed by the visiting Musqueam curators with

the guidance of MOA staff. The resultant exhibit

consisted of 54 photographs, dating from 1890 to

1960 and portraying every family in the community.

Individuals were identified by name, as were their

connections to present generations at Musqueam.

Exhibit labels were written in the first person, using

excerpts from transcripts of the Musqueam curators

discussing each photograph and reporting what they

had learned from their elders.

Although there was no formal visitor study of

Proud to be Musqueam, then-museum director Mi-

chael Ames describes the popularity of the exhibit,

attributing it to the fact that ‘‘both photographs and

text were informal, personal and direct, ‘from the

heart’ as it were’’ (1990:165). This assessment un-

doubtedly comes in large part from the exhibit’s

visitor comment books, available now in MOA’s ar-

chives (Box 2, File 1). Typical comments include,

‘‘Thank you for inviting me into your home and

family’’ and ‘‘Thanks for sharing your heritage with

us.’’ The use of the second person, ‘‘you,’’ is notewor-

thy. Visitors understood that this exhibit came from

the Musqueam. Their remarks indicate that they re-

sponded positively to seeing MOA work with the First

Nation and to the use of photographs and first person

narrative: ‘‘At last we get to hear from and about the

people ‘behind’ the artifacts. It would be great if it

happened more often’’; ‘‘Photographs of people and

their faces speak to me. This exhibit spoke to me.’’

Simple in their technique, the photos and narratives

mimicked real-life interactions that resonated with

viewers.

Visitor comment books do not provide a true as-

sessment of an exhibit’s impact, representing as they

do only the views of those people so moved to share

their reactions. Nonetheless, a comparison with

comment books from other collaborative exhibits

mounted at MOA highlights the qualitative difference

of the responses people were inspired to record at

Proud to be Musqueam. People appear to have reacted

strongly to the use of Musqueam voice in this earlier

exhibit, thanking the community and not the mu-

seum, and expressing a far more personal response to

the display. Visitors seem to have left the museum

with an insight into Musqueam history and culture

that extended not only into the past but into the

present as well; they saw members of the Musqueam

community as active participants at the museum, as

people with a pride in their identities and a love for

their families that was similar to their own.

From Nitsitapiisinni and Pacific Voices we see that

the presence of first-person narratives and images

does not ensure that visitors will pay attention to the

voices they represent. We can, therefore, wonder at

the success of Proud to be Musqueam, which used

similar techniques as Nitsitapiisinni and Pacific Voices

to convey Musqueam voices to MOA visitors, yet

seemingly to a much different effect. I would propose

that the success of the exhibit can be attributed to the

fact that in Proud to be Musqueam, the photographs

and narratives did not supplement the exhibit but

were, in and of themselves, the subjects of the display.

In this way, Musqueam voices were not obscured and

could not be overlooked by visitors, who were then

able to respond to the people represented.

The presence of people in an exhibit has a power-

ful impact on learning, as it helps visitors make a

personal and emotional connection to what they are

seeing. Museums are increasingly aware of the power

of interpretive devices that personalize stories in

collaborative museology
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helping visitors connect to the subject matter of

exhibitions (Sandell 2007:115). In turn, ‘‘evoking

emotion potentially enhances learning by increasing

engagement and motivation, thereby opening up

possibilities for learning’’ (Pedretti 2007:129). Once

again, we are directed to the importance of human

interaction in understanding the social relevance of

museum collaboration.

Visitor Expectations

One of the most important goals of MOA’s renewal

project, as well as one of the greatest obstacles to

making collaboration accessible, is changing visitor

expectations, as they can and do impact learning. As

Falk and Dierking suggest, ‘‘in many ways, by the

time a visitor arrives at the front door, the nature and

quality of the visitor experience have already been

determined to a large degree’’ (2000:179). For staff at

MOA, the aim is to have visitors situate themselves

and their knowledge systems within their own cul-

tures, recognizing that they have their own heritage

and that it may differ from those of other people. The

hope for the MVG is to engage visitors so that ‘‘a

person doesn’t just wander through the museum as

kind of an entertainment . . . and somehow not make

a relationship to themselves.’’12

This was a sentiment echoed by five other MOA

staff members; at the same time, people were acutely

aware that while there are specific things they would

like visitors to learn, they cannot simply talk at people

and impose their priorities. During nine of my inter-

views, staff explained to me the difficulty of conveying

complex and subtle ideas to people who may not be

interested. ‘‘How much can a museum create social

change? We do the best we can, but people visit muse-

ums on vacation. They’re not wanting to be lectured.’’6

Unlike the classroom, or even a television pro-

gram or film, museum experiences are unstructured.

They are sites of ‘‘free-choice learning,’’ which can be

defined as ‘‘learning that occurs in settings in which

the learner is largely choosing what, how, where, and

with whom to learn’’ (Falk et al. 2007:xix). Museums

must factor in this agency of the visitor when con-

sidering its educational goals. As one staff member

said, ‘‘We have to understand what the visitor is

looking for, and not give them a bunch of stuff that

we think they should have necessarily. We have to

find out what they want and meet them halfway.’’13

Put succinctly, another said, ‘‘We can’t fully deter-

mine a visitor’s experience.’’12

The difficulty of delivering set messages is

compounded in a space like the MVG, where the

collections on display are not an exhibit but a place

for self-direction. This balance, between challenging

visitor expectations, giving them something new, and

allowing them to decide their own points of explora-

tion, complicates the task of asking people to notice

community participation in the design of the MVG.

As we will see below, visitors often fail to recognize

evidence of collaboration already available in MOA.

As we will also see, however, interactions with other

people can aid in introducing these concepts.

Reaching the Visitors

Although the general public knows MOA for its in-

digenous Northwest Coast collections (and its iconic

Arthur Erickson building), it is largely unaware of its

engagements with local communities. None of the

visitors I interviewed was familiar with MOA’s repu-

tation as a leader in collaborative museology. In

general, people are not prepared to see collaboration

because they are not accustomed to it as a museum

practice; my surveys and interviews with visitors

confirmed that they were, in fact, missing explicit

messages at the museum regarding collaboration. In

particular, they seemed not to realize the presence of

contemporary peoples, despite their visibility in the

galleries. This silence of indigenous peoples was no-

ted even by one Aboriginal visitor who had

specifically sought out these voices: ‘‘I thought there

was very limited collaboration with communities,

and that’s why I wanted to talk to you. In particular, I

was quite offended almost, and I found that there

were extremely limited opportunities to understand

perspectives from community members.’’14

The fact that visitors did not see collaboration

cannot be explained by a lack of information in the

museum. The following are three prominent (though

not the only) examples where this evidence was

available during the time of my research. First, at the

entrance to the museum’s galleries stood MOA’s

Musqueam Bay. This space featured a welcome to

Musqueam’s traditional territory, on which the

museum stands; a Musqueam house post; a loom;

a blanket woven by Debra and Robyn Sparrow; and

photographs accompanied by quotations from

collaborative museology
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named individuals. Second, The Great Raven Hams-

iwe’ was an exhibit produced by William Wasden Jr., a

Kwakwaka’wakw researcher, and Karen Duffek, a

MOA curator, as part of a joint MOA/U’mista Cul-

tural Centre internship. Wasden did research at MOA

and with elders from his community in order to

document the history of ownership and use of an

extraordinary mask in MOA’s collections. The exhibit

featured the mask itself, a photo of Wasden, a de-

scription of the mask’s history, and a video showing

the mask danced in a contemporary ceremony. Third,

on temporary display throughout the time of my

fieldwork was an intervention by Haida artist

Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas, entitled Meddling in the

Museum. Yahgulanaas created three site-specific in-

stallations for his exhibit, featuring stylized car

hoods, Haida manga artwork, and a car conspicu-

ously positioned with a Bill Reid canoe tied to its

roof. The art provided a sense of movement at the

museum and challenged the notion of the timeless-

ness of First Nation cultures.

Each of these three examples, all produced by

members of three different First Nations, exhibits

people’s diverse interactions with MOA. For alert

visitors, they indicated that MOA is not merely about

the past but about the presentFthat the museum is a

site of active engagement for communities and that

collections are about people and not objects. Of the

12 visitors I interviewed, only two mentioned any of

the above exhibits as an example of collaboration at

MOA, and, overall, visitor awareness of collaboration

remained limited. This is not a result of the fact that

messages of collaboration are unavailable, then, but it

is likely in part a result of a lack of human interac-

tions directing people’s attention to them and

making them feel personally relevant.

The presence of community members was only

one message I found inadequately conveyed to many

visitors during their time at MOA; another was the

purpose of the renewal project. With construction

having closed off the museum’s parking lot as well as

visible storage, I could assume most people would be

aware there was something happening at the mu-

seum; my question was whether they knew what

that ‘‘something’’ was. MOA had made informa-

tion regarding renewal available in several places

throughout the building, in order to help orient visi-

tors through the confusion of construction. This

information included multiple signs, ‘‘A Partnership

of Peoples’’ pamphlet distributed at the admissions

desk explaining the structural plans for the new

building, and an exhibit providing a glimpse into the

construction process through the use of scale models

and architectural blueprints (Figure 1).

For the most part, these signs and signals were

meant simply to assist people in knowing what to

expect from the museum during their visit and why

there were areas closed off to them.13 Importantly,

each one of these signs provided the official name of

the project, ‘‘A Partnership of Peoples.’’ However,

when I asked visitors whether they, in fact, knew

this title, not a single one did. This is not trivial,

as the title of MOA’s renewal project conveyed a sig-

nificant message regarding its purpose. Once I told

them this name, 21 of 31 survey respondents recog-

nized that the ‘‘people’’ in the ‘‘partnership of

peoples’’ were First Nations. This was despite the fact

that when I had previously asked them about the

purpose of the project, none had related it to indige-

nous concerns.

Figure 1. A sign in front of the renewal project exhibit, displaying the

official Partnership of Peoples logo. The exhibit stood next to a window

into the digitization studio, providing an ‘‘insider’s view’’ into behind-the-

scenes work at the museum.
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Although the visitors I spoke with may not have

thought about collaboration when walking through

MOA, this changed as a result of my conversations

with them. Five people began to express interest, even

enthusiasm, as I told them about the renewal project,

and they started to ask me questions of their own. I

was able to provide people with information about

the museum’s activities of which they were previously

unaware, thereby prompting them to consider ques-

tions they might not have otherwise.

Researchers have long been aware of the impact

they may have on the subjects of their studies: ‘‘The

very act of probing visitors about their experiences

has the potential to change their experiences and the

overall impact of these experiences. . . . The fact that

we ask opinions or get visitors to reflect on their ex-

periences actually changes their experiences in ways

that would have ordinarily not occurred if we had not

asked them’’ (Anderson et al. 2007:206). Conse-

quently, many museum evaluators try to make their

assessment interventions as naturalistic as possible so

as to mitigate the effects of their presence. For the

purposes of my study, however, I was interested in the

ways in which my own interactions with people ap-

peared to make concepts of museum collaboration

more accessible. As Visitor 3 remarked, ‘‘my under-

standing of collaboration has changed since speaking

with you, but not since visiting the museum.’’15 It was

our conversations that contributed to the creation of

new understandings.

As discussed above, engaging with people is a sig-

nificant component of museum learning: ‘‘We always

tend to look at exhibits, but I actually think programs

are probably the most important thing in the mu-

seum. . .because they actually involve and engage

people.’’12 Seven staff members echoed their desire to

show visitors not just objects but the people they

represent, in particular through the use of media such

as photographs, video, and audio recordings. Eight

visitors expressed a similar wish, suggesting that if

MOA wants to make collaboration more visible and

the connections between objects and communities

more obvious, it ought to provide people with in-

creased opportunities for personal interactions.

Conclusion

This article offers preliminary observations into the

place of visitor experiences at the museum in con-

tributing to the social outcomes of museum

collaboration. It indicates both the importance of

visitor perceptions of the participation of marginali-

zed communities in museum activities as well as the

challenges inherent in conveying these ideas to vari-

ous museum audiences. It is this challenge that

requires our greater attention. While emphasizing the

importance of providing access to people as well as to

objects at the museum, it cannot be forgotten that

even with this access there is no guarantee that people

are going to recognize its significance.

We have seen that messages of collaboration and

community participation can be ignored, at MOA

and elsewhere. People respond to information and

experiences in ways that cannot be controlled or pre-

dicted. Collaboration is itself a complex process,

requiring considerable time and patience as museum

staff and community members must negotiate their

own and one another’s various needs. It is a process

further complicated by the tensions and often com-

peting priorities and representations advocated

within communities themselves. Finding ways of

communicating this process and the importance of

engaging in it to the visiting public is no easy task.

At the same time, this article also indicates that

the presence of other people can have the greatest

impact on museum learning. The ability to person-

alize people’s experiences at the museum facilitates

the capacity of visitors to connect to the subject of the

exhibits they are viewing. This suggests that for the

ideals of collaboration to be realized, museums ought

to maximize, both in quantity and in quality, visitor

opportunities to engage with others, whether in real

life or virtually.16 As museums develop strategies to

improve their ability to work collaboratively with

communities, they should consider as well how they

can include the visiting public in understanding this

process. Only in this way can museums truly realize

their full social potential.

notes

1. The growing significance of collaboration as standard

museum practice is exemplified by the number of mu-

seum associations establishing policies relating to it. The

International Council of Museums goes so far as to deem

it a minimum standard of practice in its Code of Ethics for

Museums (Section 6, 2006 Code of Ethics for Museums.

Available at http://icom.museum/ethics.html#section6).
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2. The Musqueam Band is one of the First Nations of British

Columbia, Canada; its traditional territory includes much

of what is now Vancouver and its surrounding areas, in-

cluding the UBC and MOA.

3. For an account of MOA’s founding, see Audrey Haw-

thorn’s (1993) essay.

4. It is important to distinguish processes of consultation

from those of codevelopment and collaboration, as each

implies very different forms of relationships and struc-

tures of authority. While the primary topic of this

article is collaboration, I have nonetheless chosen to in-

clude consultation in my discussion of MOA’s renewal for

the reason that it can and does contribute to the creation

of relationships based on trust and respectFoften pre-

requisites for collaboration. Consultation can thus be

seen as a step in the process toward collaboration.

5. Interview with author, MOA Staff 12, April 1, 2008.

6. Interview with author, MOA Staff 3, March 13, 2008.

7. Interview with author, MOA Staff 4, March 13, 2008.

8. Interview with author, MOA Staff 11, March 26, 2008.

9. Interview with author, MOA Staff 10, March 26, 2008.

10. Interview with author, MOA Staff 1, March 7, 2008.

11. Job Re-Entry Programmes were established by Employment

and Immigration Canada as part of its strategy for helping

particular groups transition from home, school, and unem-

ployment or under-employment into the workplace. In its

own such program, the Musqueam Band incorporated a

component on heritage awareness, conducted at MOA.

12. Interview with author, MOA Staff 5, March 13, 2008.

13. Interview with author, MOA Staff 7, March 14, 2008.

14. Interview with author, Visitor 1, February 22, 2008.

15. Interview with author, Visitor 3, February 26, 2008.

16. Some museum professionals may feel uncomfortable at

the thought of including community members as part

of an exhibition, resembling as it does earlier practices

of showcasing ‘‘exotic’’ native peoples. Nonetheless, I

would encourage a reconsideration of such techniques, in

particular when they are favored by communities them-

selves, remembering that museums are no longer looking

simply to put people on display but are encouraging visi-

tors to interact and engage in dialogue with them. See, for

example, the impact of community interpreters in the trav-

eling exhibit Huupukwanum/Tupaat (Sinclair 2001).
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